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TeV SCALE GRAVITY, MIRROR UNIVERSEAND . . . DINOSAURSZ.K. SilagadzeBudker Institute of Nulear Physis, 630 090, Novosibirsk, Russia(Reeived Otober 9, 2000)This is somewhat extended version of the talk given at the Gran SassoSummer Institute: Massive Neutrinos in Physis and Astrophysis. It de-sribes general ideas about mirror world, extra spatial dimensions and di-nosaur extintion. Some suggestions are made how these seemingly di�er-ent things an be related to eah other.PACS numbers: 12.10.Dm, 95.30.�k1. IntrodutionThe history of siene in partiular and the Human history in generalteah us that it is not easy to answer a simple question [1℄ �What is truth?�.Maybe beause the truth usually has in�nitely many aspets or projetionsto be grasped. The following example from [2℄ I like very muh. Considerthe two �gures below.

Are they di�erent? Certainly they are. This seems to be an indisputabletruth. But if our wonderful divine gift � our imagination � will help usto esape bonds of the sti� two-dimensional logi we an see the followingthree-dimensional piture:
(99)



100 Z.K. SilagadzeNow it is lear (an indisputable truth again) that these two �gures, whihoriginally appeared as two di�erent objets, atually are just two di�erentprojetions of the same thing � the one. From the original two-dimensionalpiture alone it is impossible to establish with ertainty whether these two�gures are substantially di�erent or not. With the help of imagination wean �nd as a viable option that these �gures may have the ommon originand represent in fat the one essene, but in order to prove the ase oneneeds further information (some experiments?)What follows is an attempt to answer Bludman's question [3℄ �Muÿ essein?� with regard to the Mirror World. Until experiments �rmly prove ordisprove its existene, any answer will inlude a great deal of imagination byneessity. So I will desribe things at �rst sight very di�erent and not relatedto the Mirror World. I refer to your imagination to aept a possibility thatthese di�erent tales are in fat fragments of the same story.To demonstrate the importane of imagination, I will perform a littlehous-pous now and �nd the Mirror World even in a simple arithmetialexpression. 2. Arithmetis of the Mirror WorldLet us begin with the (orret) expression5 + 10 + 1 = 16:Is it possible to �nd the Mirror World in this expression? Do not be hasty.At least a right-handed neutrino and SO(10) GUT an be found in thisinnoent expression, as Buella had reminded us reently [4℄. But after weath sight of SO(10) from this expression it is possible for us to ome arossa more advaned SO(10)-arithmetis:210 + 560 = 770:The remarkable fat about the fany numbers above is that all these numbersare dimensions of some SO(10) irreduible representations (irreps). Nowthere is some general problem for you: �nd all SO(10) irreps suh that thesum of the �rst two irrep dimensions mathes exatly the dimension of thethird irrep.Maybe after some time you will �nd this problem a bit triky and willdeide �rstly to try the analogous SO(9)-problem enouraged by the SO(9)-arithmetial observation 44 + 84 = 128: (1)If you are luky enough, you will �nd a solution or will disover the one, givenin the literature by Ramond et al. [5℄ and will understand that surprisingly



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 101equation (1) has its roots in the following (simple) triality struture of theF4 exeptional Lie algebra:
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Meanwhile you will learn a lot of beautiful mathematis like otonions, tri-ality, Dynkin diagrams, Freudenthal-Tits magi square, Weyl hambers et.And after you have beome so lever, it will strike you that SO(9) is noth-ing but a Wigner's little group assoiated to the massless degrees of freedomof eleven-dimensional supergravity. The irreps from (1) just form N = 1supergravity super-multiplet in eleven dimensions, 44 representing gravi-tons, 84 � another massless bosoni �eld and 128 � the Rarita�Shwingerspinor. So the very equation (1) ensures supersymmetry, that is the equalitybetween the bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom.But 11-dimensional N = 1 supergravity is just a low energy limit ofmuh bigger theory, alled M-theory [6℄. And you will �nd for sure that thisM(arvellous)-theory also gives in various limits all known string theories inten dimensions, among them a heteroti string theory whih leads in thelow energy limit to the E8�E8 e�etive gauge theory, this seond E8 beingnothing but the �shadow� world of mirror partiles [6�8℄!After I have found the Mirror World even in some simple arithmetialexpression, you will be not surprised, I hope, to hear that my next topiis about reatures very losely related to the massive neutrinos. And thisreatures are dinosaurs.3. The dinosaur mysteryFirst dinosaurs appeared on the Earth about 250 Myr (million years)ago, at the beginning of the Paleozoi Era, in a period of time geologistsalled �Triassi�. Shortly after their appearane, they grew in size as wellas in numbers and types and dominated the food hain nearly for 200 Myr.Some dinosaurs were very powerful reatures. Indeed very powerful and verybig. But this did not help them very muh when their doomsday ame atthe end of the Cretaeous Period, the time period they dominated on theEarth. Something very mysterious happened on the Earth about 65 Myrago and dinosaurs suddenly (in a geologial time sale) disappeared: their



102 Z.K. Silagadzefossils were found throughout the Mesozoi Era but not in the rok layersof the Cenozoi Era. The �rst period of this new Era is alled �Tertiary� bygeologists, so the dinosaur extintion is known as the Cretaeous�Tertiary orK�T extintion. In fat dinosaurs were not the only vitims of this extintion� about 85% of all speies inhabiting the Earth at that time went extint,among them many marine speies.Suh mass extintions happened several times in the Earth's history. Letus mention some major extintions [9℄:� The Preambrian extintion 650 Myr ago � maybe the �rst greatextintion. About seventy perent of the dominant Preambrian �oraand fauna perished.� The Cambrian extintion 500 Myr ago � about 50% of all animalfamilies went extint.� The Devonian extintion 360 Myr ago � the risis primarily a�etedthe marine ommunity, having little impat on the terrestrial �ora.� The Permian extintion 248 Myr ago � the greatest mass extintionever reorded in the Earth's history. About 50% of all animal familiesperished, as well as about 95% of all marine speies and many trees.One an imagine at least two reasons why it is interesting to answerthe question �what killed the dinosaurs?� First of all, without extintionswe would not be here. Extintion of speies is a ommon ompanion ofevolution. A fossil reord douments some 2 � 105 suh extintions. Only� 5% of all animal and plant speies, ever originated on the Earth, are alivetoday. But this natural extintion proess is loal and gradual and do note�et muh the evolution. On the ontrary, mass extintions are events ofglobal magnitude whih nearly destroy the life on the Earth, but after themthe evolution is boosted ahead: new varieties of speies appear whih �ourishand promptly oupy the vaant eologial nihes. The evolution seems tobe a proess of puntuated equilibrium. And this proess was ertainlypuntuated by some global event 65 Myr ago and as a result the dinosaurera was hanged by the mammal era � the event learly of great importanefor humankind. But this is a �positive� aspet of mass extintions. Thereis a negative one too. If this unfortunate thing happened to dinosaurs (andmany other less prominent speies), there is no guarantee that the same willnot happen to us (humankind) and so it is not exluded that we ould bealso found as fossils someday � the perspetive, you ertainly do not like.But �evolution loves death more than it loves you or me. This is easy towrite, easy to read, and hard to believe. The words are simple, the oneptlear� but you do not believe it, do you? Nor do I. How ould I, when



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 103we are both so lovable? Are my values then so diametrially opposed tothose that nature preserves? ...we are moral reatures in an amoral world.The universe that sukled us is a monster that does not are if we live ordie� does not are if it itself grinds to a halt. It is �xed and blind, a robotprogrammed to kill. We are free and seeing; we an only try to outwit it atevery turn to save our skins� [10℄. And we an hope to save our skins onlyif we understand where the danger omes from.Many theories were suggested to explain the dinosaur mystery. Theyan be divided into two general groups [11℄. The �rst kind of theories op-erate with the extintion auses whih are intrinsi (that is Earth based)and gradual (last several million years), like volanism and plate tetonis.These are favorite theories of paleontologists and roughly a half of geologistsattrated by the problem of dinosaur extintion. Another half of geologistsand the most astronomers and physiists prefer extintion auses whih areextrinsi (of osmi nature) and sudden, like an asteroid or omet impat.The asteroid impat as a ause of the K�T extintion was suggested byAlvarez et al. [12℄ and is the most popular hypothesis today. Aordingto this senario, the impat of a large objet (an asteroid or a omet with> 10 km diameter) 65 Myr ago threw up a huge dust loud whih remainedfor weeks and bloked sunlight worldwide. Impat(s) may also have triggeredrounds of volani eruptions. As a result, global and less lasting limatehanges, impat-indued global wild�res, aid rains et. e�eted Earth'seology of that time enough to fore the dinosaurs to their end [13℄.The popularity of this hypothesis is based not only on the pagan natureof the ontemporary siene. I mean its passion of reating various idols, andLuis Alvarez was one of suh idols in 1980 beause of his Nobel prize. Simplythere is some grave objetive evidene that the impat really happened atthe Cretaeous�Tertiary boundary. The most important evidene is iridiumanomaly disovered by Alvarez et al. [12℄.It seems there is a thin band of deposit of lay at the Cretaeous�Tertiaryboundary around the world highly enrihed with iridium. This rare-earthelement is quite sparse in Earth's rust but ommon in meteorites. So thisiridium anomaly, whih was found by Alvarez et al. initially in marine sed-iments in Italy and afterwards on�rmed in both ontinental and marinesediments at more than 100 areas world-wide, an be onsidered as the �rstphysial evidene that some osmi intruder hit the Earth 65 Myr ago.In fat iridium an be extruded by volanos from Earth's ore where itis more abundant. And it is known [14℄ that just about 65 Myr ago India,whih was an isolated island at that time drifting towards its ollision withAsia, met the head of a mantle plume, molten rok masses extending fromEarth's ore-mantle interfae upward to the base of Earth's rust. Thismantle plume found its way through India's rust produing the Dean



104 Z.K. SilagadzeTraps volanism, the greatest volani episodes in the Earth's history everknown. The hotspot volano whih had produed Dean Traps still existstoday on Reunion Island and even now is releasing iridium [15℄!Therefore one needs some extra evidene to disriminate between impatand volano origin of iridium. These extra evidenes are mirotektites (verysmall glass spheres) strewn �elds world-wide and the presene of quartzgrains with multiple sets of shok lamellae (shoked quartz) in the verysame lay layer between Cretaeous and Tertiary sediments. They both areommon produts of violent explosions followed to hyperveloity impats andtherefore testify in favor of impat, not volani origin of iridium. The lastnail into o�n for ompetitive theories was the disovery that the Chixulubrater loated in the Yuatan Peninsula (Mexio) was in fat the long soughtK�T rater [16℄.To summarize, there is a little doubt today (espeially among astronomersand physiists) that a large asteroid or omet ollided the Earth 65 Myr ago.It annot be inferred with ertainty that this was the only ause of the K�Textintion, or even that it was the major ause. Other fators, like DeanTraps volanism, ould also play a signi�ant role. Note that the ompetitiveideas suggested to resolve the dinosaur mystery do not neessarily exludeeah other. It may happen that they all ontain just di�erent projetionsof the same truth. An interesting example how extraterrestrial and volanoideas an be uni�ed is given by Dar [17℄. Inspired by the Hubble SpaeTelesope disovery that the entral star of the Helix Nebula is surroundedby a ring of about 3500 giant omet-like objets, he speulates that similarmassive objets an be present in outer solar system. Gravitational pertur-bations (for example by passing �eld stars) an hange their orbits and bringthem into the inner solar system. Near enounter of the Earth with suh�visiting planet� an generate giganti water tidal waves of � 1 km heightand rustal tidal waves of � 100 m height. Flexing the Earth by � 100 mwill release � 1034 ergs heat in Earth's interior in a short time and may trig-ger the giganti volani eruptions. Note that the Jupiter's moon Io owes itsvolani ativity (the strongest in the solar system) to the fritional heatingdue to tidal fores.But now that's enough about dinosaurs. To proeed and show howdinosaur extintion is related to massive neutrinos, the main topi of ouronferene, we need another mystery story.4. The parity mysteryIt is well known that the weak interations do not respet P -invariane.To imagine how strange this situation is, let us state this P -noninvarianein another way. The image of our world in a P -mirror does not look like the



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 105original. For example, if we take 15 degrees of freedom of the �rst quark-lepton generation, after re�etion in the P -mirror we will have (olor degreesof freedom is not indiated for quarks):uL dL eL �L uR dR eR P������������������uR dR eR uL dL eLTherefore we are laking right-handed neutrino state for the world to beleft�right symmetri! Does this fat mean that the Nature distinguishes leftand right? Not neessarily. In the quantum theory spae inversion is rep-resented by some quantum-mehanial operator P . But di�erent observersan hoose not only di�erent onventions about what is left or right refer-ene frame, but also di�erent bases in the internal symmetry spae of thesystem. Therefore the operator P is determined up to an internal symmetryoperator S. In other words, all operators PS1; PS2; PS3; : : : are equiva-lent and any of them may be seleted as representing spae inversion in theHilbert spae of the quantum system. Now if we �nd some good enoughinternal symmetry S, so that PS is onserved, the world will be still invari-ant with respet to the PS-mirror (and this mirror is as good as P -mirroritself for representing spae inversion quantum mehanially). This subtletyin the quantum-mehanial realization of the spae inversion transformationwas reognized shortly after the experimental disovery of the parity non-onservation and it was suggested [18℄ that the harge onjugation C ouldbe the very internal symmetry needed. Indeed the world looks symmetriwhen re�eted in the CP -mirror:uL dL eL �L uR dR eR uCR dCR eCR �CR uCL dCL eCL CP������������������������������uCR dCR eCR �CR uCL dCL eCL uL dL eL �L uR dR eRTherefore no absolute de�nitions of left and right are possible in the worldwhere CP is an unbroken symmetry.But we know that in our world CP is not an unbroken symmetry. Sowe are left with a strange opportunity that left and right have absolutemeanings in our world, unless we manage to �nd some other good internalsymmetry whih will restore the spae inversion invariane of the world. Butthere is no obvious andidate for suh internal symmetry. Therefore the si-enti� ommunity simply beame reoniled to the parity non-invariane ofNature. Moreover, the belief that the only good symmetries are the properPoinaré symmetries beame some kind of dogma, as strong as there was theopposite belief before Lee and Yang's seminal paper [19℄ that the spae inver-sion and time reversal should also be the exat symmetries of Nature. Thisprompt rejetion of improper Poinaré symmetries looks espeially strangeif we remember that an internal symmetry whih an restore the invariane



106 Z.K. Silagadzewith respet to the full Poinaré group was in fat suggested in the verypaper [19℄ of Lee and Yang. Maybe their proposal did not gain popularitybeause at �rst sight it was no less strange than the suggestion that the leftand right referene frames are not equivalent. You an restore the equiv-alene and hene save the spae inversion invariane but you have to paya prie, and the prie seems to be too high: dupliation of the world. Forany ordinary partile, the existene of the orresponding �mirror� partileis postulated. These mirror partiles are sterile with respet to the ordi-nary gauge interations but interat with their own mirror gauge partiles.Vie versa, ordinary partiles are singlets with respet to the mirror gaugegroup. This mirror gauge group is an exat opy of the Standard ModelGWS = SU(3)C 
 SU(2)L 
U(1)Y group with only di�erene that left andright are interhanged when we go from the ordinary to the mirror partiles.Therefore the mirror weak interations reveal an opposite P -asymmetry andhene in suh an extended universe MP is an exat symmetry, where Minterhanges ordinary and mirror partiles, and therefore there is no abso-lute di�erene between left and right. This universe looks symmetri whenre�eted in the MP -mirror:uL dL eL �L uR dR eR u0R d0R e0R � 0R u0L d0L e0L MP������������������������������u0R d0R e0R � 0R u0L d0L e0L uL dL eL �L uR dR eRAfter a deade, Kobzarev, Okun and Pomeranhuk returned to thisidea [20℄. It was shown that mirror partiles should interat only extremelyweakly with the ordinary partiles to evade on�it with experiment. Infat only gravity provides a bridge between two worlds. But gravitationalinterations are very weak. So it is not easy to hek the mirror world hy-pothesis. That's why the idea remained not popular and even essentiallyunknown until reently, as illustrated by the fat that it was redisovered byFoot, Lew and Volkas [21℄ 25 years later!In fat there are also other ways, besides gravity, to onnet these twoworlds. For example, gauge invariant and renormalizable ordinary-mirrormixing is allowed for neutral partiles like Higgs,  and Z gauge bosons,and neutrinos.Higgs � mirror Higgs mixing an modify signi�antly the interationsof the Higgs boson [22℄. But we have to wait until the disovery of the Higgssalar to test this possibility.Photon � mirror photon kineti mixing term an originate if there ex-ists mixed form of matter (onnetor) arrying both ordinary and mirroreletri harges [23℄. Even for a very heavy onnetor, the indued mixingis expeted to be signi�ant and as a result mirror harged partiles fromthe mirror world aquire a small (� 10�3e) ordinary eletri harge. Suhmilliharged partiles have never been found [24℄. But the most stringent



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 107bound on the mixing omes from the possibility for positronium to osillateinto mirror positronium and disappear [25℄.The neutrino ase is the most interesting. Although a possible onnetionbetween neutrino properties and mirror world was notied earlier [22,26�28℄,the real understanding that the mirror world provides a way to reonile ob-served neutrino anomalies (solar neutrino de�it, the atmospheri neutrinoproblem, Los Alamos evidene for neutrino osillations) arose after two re-ent papers by Foot and Volkas [29℄, Berezhiani and Mohapatra [30℄. Thelatter work onsiders an asymmetri mirror world with spontaneously brokenMP . At present this variant of the mirror world senario, further devel-oped in several subsequent publiations, is not exluded by observations.But I will be surprised very muh if eventually just this asymmetri mirrorworld proves to be orret. Why, just imagine, would God have inventedthe mirror world if parity remains broken?In the minimal mirror extension of the Standard Model, we have justtwo neutrino Weyl states �L and � 0R (mirror partiles are denoted by primethroughout the paper) per generation. If Majorana masses are allowed, themost general neutrino mass matrix onsistent with MP -parity onservationis [29℄ h�L ; (� 0R)Ci� M mm M� �� (�L)C� 0R � +H:: ; (2)where the Dira mass m is real. The mass eigenstates are the maximalmixtures of ordinary and mirror neutrinos no matter how small the initialmixing parameter m is:�+L = 1p2 ��L + (� 0R)C� ; ��L = 1p2 ��L � (� 0R)C� :In fat this maximality of mixing is a quite general and very importantonsequene of the spae inversion symmetry restoration through mirrorworld and provides a lear experimental signature of this senario [29℄.The mirror world an also naturally aommodate very small neutrinomasses by MP -symmetri variant of the standard seesaw model [29℄, orit an even provide an alternative explanation why neutrino masses are sosmall [28℄. Let us onsider the latter ase. In order that the neutrino notbe disriminated as ompared to the orresponding harged lepton, let usassume that in addition to the �L and � 0R states there exist a right-handedneutrino �R and its left-handed mirror partner � 0L, whih are GWS 
 GWSsinglets. Suh states naturally arise if, for example, gauge group of themirror world GWS 
 GWS is a low energy remnant of SO(10) 
 SO(10)grand uni�ation. In suh a grand uni�ed mirror world, some early stages



108 Z.K. Silagadzeof symmetry breaking (for example SO(10) 
 SO(10) ! SU(5) 
 SU(5))an generate a large �R � � 0L mixing. Besides, ordinary eletroweak Higgsmehanism and its mirror partner will lead to neutrino and mirror neutrinomasses. Therefore we expet the following neutrino mass terms�Lmass =M(�R� 0L + � 0L�R) +m(�L�R + �R�L + � 0R� 0L + � 0L� 0R) ; (3)where m is expeted to be of the order of the harged lepton mass of thesame generation, while the expeted value of M is 1014�1015 GeV. Amongthe mass eigenstates of (3) (physial neutrinos denoted by tilde) we have thefollowing Weyl states~�L = os � �L � sin � � 0L ; ~� 0R = os � � 0R � sin � �R �MP (~�L) ;where � � m=M is very small. These Weyl states onstitute a very lightDira neutrino (~�L; ~� 0R) with the mass � m2=M . This neutrino is a ratherbizarre objet � its left-handed omponent inhabits mostly our ordinaryworld, while right-handed omponent prefers the mirror world intriguingmirror physiists. Alternatively, you an notie that, beause ~� 0R~�L =(~�L)C(~� 0R)C , this ultralight-neutrino mass termmmM �~� 0R~�L + ~�L~� 0R�an be onsidered as a degenerate limit of (2) with zero Majorana massesand you an work, if you prefer, in terms of (degenerate) maximally mixedCMP and mass eigenstates�+L = 1p2 �~�L + (~� 0R)C� ; ��L = 1p2 �~�L � (~� 0R)C� :Besides neutrino osillations, there are some other observed phenomenawhih an be also interpreted as supporting mirror world hypothesis. It iswell known that there is a lot of dark matter in our universe and the mirrormatter an onstitute a onsiderable fration of this dark universe [31℄. It iseven possible that mirror stars have been already observed as gravitationalmirolensing events [28, 32℄. Reent Hubble Spae Telesope star ountsrevealed the de�it of loal luminous matter [33℄ predited by Blinnikov andKhlopov many years ago [34℄ as a result of mirror stars existene. Notehowever that Hipparhos satellite data [35℄ have not on�rmed the de�itof visible matter. Mirror matter was evoked to explain some mysteriousproperties of Gamma-ray Bursts [36℄. Just during our onferene the paperby Mohapatra, Nussinov and Teplitz appeared about the latter subjet [37℄.This paper provokes a thought that maybe the straightest road from mirrorworld to the ordinary one lays through extra dimensions. So we turn ournarrative now towards extra dimensions.



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 1095. The hierarhy mysteryThe energy sale where gravity beomes strong and quantum gravitye�ets are essential is given by the Plank mass. This mass an be estimatedas follows. Suppose two partiles of equal masses m are separated at adistane whih equals to the orresponding Compton wavelength � = 1=m.If the gravitational interation energy of the system GNm2=� = GNm3 isof the same order as the partile rest mass m, then the former annot benegleted. This gives for the Plank massMPl = 1pGN � 1019 GeV:Huge di�erene between this quantum gravity energy sale and the ele-troweak sale EEW � 102 GeV is astonishing and onstitutes the so alledhierarhy problem. There is also a gauge hierarhy problem: the GrandUni�ation sale EGUT � 1016 GeV is very big ompared to EEW. Anysuessful theory should not only explain these hierarhies, but also providesome mehanism to protet them against radiative orretions. Reently aninteresting idea was suggested by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali [38℄how to deal with the hierarhy problem. Certainly, there will be no problem,if there is no hierarhy. But how an we lower the quantum gravity saleso that the hierarhy disappears? It turns out that this is possible if extraspatial dimensions exist with big enough ompati�ation radius.Suppose that besides the usual x; y; z oordinates there exist some addi-tional spatial oordinates x1; : : : ; xn, whih are ompati�ed on irles witha ommon (for simpliity) ompati�ation radius R. In suh a world withtoroidal ompati�ation, the gravitational potential, reated by an objetof mass m, should be periodi in the extra n-dimensions. That is, it shouldbe invariant under replaements xi ! xi� 2�R. Besides it should vanish atspatial in�nity and obey the (n + 3)-dimensional Laplae equation. Theserequirements are satis�ed by the following funtion [39℄V = � Xn1;:::;nn ~GNm�r2 + nPi=1(xi � 2�Rni)2�(n+1)=2 ;where ~GN is the Newton onstant for n + 4 spae-time dimensions andr2 = x2+ y2+ z2 is the usual three-dimensional radial distane. If the om-pati�ation radius R is very large, only the term with n1 = 0; : : : ; nn = 0survives in the sum and we get the Newton law in n+ 4 dimensions:V � � ~GNm~rn+1 ; (4)



110 Z.K. Silagadzewhere ~r = sr2 + nPi=1 xi2. But if R � r, the sum an be approximated byan integral V � � ~GNm(2�R)n Z d(n)~x 1(r2 + ~x2)(n+1)=2 � � ~GNRn mr :Therefore for the onventional 4-dimensional Newton onstant we haveGN � ~GNRn :On the other hand, the fundamental multidimensional quantum gravity sale~MPl is now determined fromj ~MPlV ( 1~MPl )j � ~MPl ;where the potential V is given by the equation (4), and we have~MPl = h ~GNi� 1n+2 :The last two relations indiateMPl~MPl � � RR0�n2 ; (5)where R0 = 1= ~MPl and R0 � 10�19 m (m � one meter), if the fundamen-tal quantum gravity sale ~MPl is in a few TeV range. Therefore the initialMPl=EEW hierarhy problem an be traded to another hierarhy: the large-ness of the ompati�ation radius ompared to R0. Namely, we get from(5) the orresponding ompati�ation radius asR � 10 32n �19 m :For one extra dimension this means modi�ation of the Newton's gravityat sales R = 1013 m and is ertainly exluded. But already for n = 2,R � 10�6 m� just the sale where our present day experimental knowledgeabout gravity ends.Although gravity was not heked in the sub-millimeter range, Stan-dard Model interations were fairly well investigated far below this sale.Therefore if the large extra dimensions really exist, one needs some meh-anism to prevent Standard Model partiles to feel these extra dimensions.



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 111Remarkably, there are several possibilities to ensure their on�nement ata 3-dimensional wall in the multidimensional spae [40℄. Just to illustrateone of them, let us onsider a toy model [41, 42℄ in the (3+1)-dimensionalspae-time with the LagrangianL = � i�̂ � h� �  + 12(���)2 � �(�2 � v2)2 : (6)This Lagrangian possesses Z2 symmetry ! i5 ; �! ��;whih is spontaneously broken in the true vauum state where h�i = v orh�i = �v. We assume that the spinor�salar interation term h� �  is small,so in a good approximation the equation of motion for the �eld � looks like����� = �4��(�2 � v2) : (7)It is easy to hek that (7) has a kink-like solution whih depends only onthe z-oordinate ~�(z) = v tanh (p2�vz):This solution is a domain wall interpolating between two di�erent vauuah�i = v and h�i = �v. Its thikness in the z diretion is of order of m�1,where m = p2�v.Let us onsider now the fermion in this kink-like bakground. The equa-tion of motion whih follows from(6) isi�̂ = h~�(z) : (8)This last equation has a fatorized solution = �(x; y)f(z);where f(z) is a salar funtion and the �(x; y) spinor satis�es (note that 3is anti-Hermitian) i�̂�(x; y) = 0; 3�(x; y) = i�(x; y):For f(z), equation (8) then givesdf(z)dz = �h~�(z)f(z);its solution with f(0) = 1 beingf(z) = exp8<:�h zZ0 ~�(z)dz9=; = exp�� hp2� ln (osh zm)� :



112 Z.K. SilagadzeWe see that  = �(x; y) exp�� hp2� ln (osh zm)�desribes a massless ��at� fermion �(x; y) loalized on the domain wall, theloalization sale determined by the fermion-salar interation strength h.To summarize, the hierarhy mystery maybe indiates the following fas-inating struture of our world: the Standard Model partiles (and henehuman observers) are stuk on a wall (�3-brane�) in the higher (� 4 + n)dimensional spae-time. On the ontrary, gravity propagates freely in theremaining spae (the bulk) and feels large (� 10�6 m) ompat extra di-mensions. In the string theory framework, this piture is naturally ahievedif the ordinary partiles orrespond to endpoints of open strings attahedto the brane, while gravity, represented by losed strings, an propagate inthe bulk. The most surprising thing about this razy idea is that it doesn'tome in immediate on�it with known experimental fats [40, 43, 44℄.I would like to end this hapter with some of my personal experiene withextra dimensions. Some times ago I had sent an e-mail letter to my friend inChiago. Soon I reeived the answer saying �I have reeived a message fromyou but I don't know to whih Sasha it is addressed (I don't know aboutany Sasha now in Milano)�. I was surprised, not so muh by what my letterwent to Milan instead of Chiago, but by the fat that the answer was fromAndrea Gamba, and while preparing my diploma theses at my universityyears I had read a very interesting paper by Gamba [45℄ about peuliaritiesof the eight-dimensional spae. I was intrigued and asked him if he was thevery eight-dimensional Gamba. The answer was �It's really a mystery how Ireeived your letter; unfortunately I don't know about 8-dimensional spae,in 1967 I was 5 years old... But ertainly your message passed through someextra dimension!�So personally I'm quite onvined about existene of extra dimensions. Iwas so muh astonished by the oinidene desribed above that I even wrotea sienti� paper [46℄ about peuliarities of the eight-dimensional spae andits possible onnetion to the generation problem � this paper an be on-sidered as a material evidene of ommuniations through extra dimensions.But now it is time to stop making fun and ask what pro�t the large extradimensions an give for the mirror world.6. Extra dimensions and the mirror universeGravity is the main onnetor between our and mirror worlds. Therefore,if it beomes strong at high energies of about few TeV, the immediate on-sequene will be a possibility to produe mirror partiles at future high en-ergy olliders via virtual graviton exhange. The typial total ross-setions



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 113are [47℄ � � s3�8 � (few pb) � sTeV2�3�TeV� �8 ;where � � 1TeV is an ultraviolet uto� energy for the e�etive low-energytheory, presumably of the order of the bulk Plank mass [48℄. These rosssetions are quite sizeable, but unfortunately there is no lear experimen-tal signature for suh kind of events. May be more useful signature havereations aompanied by the initial-state radiation but we expet severebakground problems here, in partiular from the real graviton emission.Therefore the TeV-sale quantum gravity an allow quite e�etive mirrormatter prodution at future TeV-range olliders, but it will be very di�ultto onvine skeptis that the mirror partiles have been really produed.Another interesting e�et is quarkonium � mirror quarkonium osilla-tions. As a result, heavy C-even quarkonia an osillate into their mirrorounterparts, and hene disappear from our world. Unfortunately the ex-peted probabilities are very small [47℄. For example, the probability for �b2state to osillate into its mirror partner is about 3� 10�14.The most promising e�et is onneted to mirror supernova, beausesome part of a mirror supernova energy will be released in our world too.In [47℄ e0+e0� ! e+e�;  reations were onsidered as a tool to transferenergy from the mirror to the ordinary setor. The resulting ordinary en-ergy emissivity per unit volume per unit time of a mirror supernova orewith a temperature T is given by the thermal average over the Fermi�Diradistribution and was found to be [47℄_q = 6T 1325�3�8 [I5(�)I6(��) + I5(��)I6(�)℄ ; (9)where � = �eT and In(�) = 1Z0 dx xnexp (x+ �) + 1 ;�e being the hemial potential for mirror eletrons in the mirror-supernovaore.Let us ompare (9) to the neutrino emissivity by supernova [49℄ (onlythe leading term is shown)_q��� = 2G2FT 99�5 (C2V + C2A)[I3(�)I4(��) + I3(��)I4(�)℄ ; (10)where CA = 12 ; CV = 12 +2 sin2�W and GF is the Fermi oupling onstant.For the ore temperature T = 30 MeV, hemial potential �e � 345 MeV



114 Z.K. Silagadzeand � � 1 TeV, the last equations (9) and (10) give_q_q��� � 1:4� 10�16:As expeted, we get a very small number. But in the �rst � 10 seonds theneutrino luminosity from a supernova is enormous [50℄: L��� � 3�1045W foreah speies of neutrino. And even 1:4 � 10�16-th part of L��� is thousandtimes larger than the solar luminosity!Therefore mirror supernovas an be seen by ordinary observers, at leastfor some seonds after their birth. Note that aording to [37℄ we are alreadyobserving light from mirror supernovas as gamma ray bursts!We taitly assumed above that the ordinary and mirror matter are lo-ated on the same 3-brane. For spae-times with extra dimensions this isnot neessarily the only possibility. In fat you an imagine a situation thendi�erent worlds are loated on di�erent 3-branes [51℄ (or even on braneswith dimensionality other than 3). But I would be areful of using the nik-name �mirror� for partiles living on di�erent brane. Maybe �shadow world�or �parallel world� is more appropriate in this ase. I prefer to reserve thename �mirror world� for situations whih mean the exat parity symmetry.But how the exat parity invariane an be reoniled with parallel worlds?A priori one annot expet any symmetry between parallel worlds whih areloated on di�erent branes. For me the only natural possibility is to ensurethe parity symmetry for separate brane worlds. I think this may be ahievedif partiles an't ross the brane (in the low energy approximation) and aretrapped on the di�erent surfaes of the brane. Then the parity transforma-tion will involve a transition from one brane surfae to another. Thereforethe mirror partiles are just partiles loated on the another surfae of ourbrane and so are not separated from the ordinary world very muh in extradimension, if the brane is thin. In this ase one should expet the same lowsale quantum gravity e�ets as disussed at the beginning of this hapterfor the situation then the ordinary and mirror partiles inhabit the samebrane.This idea is not as wild as it seems at �rst sight. Let me reall you aninteresting ondensed matter analogy: vierbein domain walls in super�uid3He�A �lm [52℄. Suh domain wall divides the bulk into two lassially sepa-rated �worlds�: no quasipartile an ross the wall in the lassial limit. But�Plank sale physis� allows these worlds to ommuniate and quasiparti-les with high enough energy an ross the wall. Moreover, the left-handedhiral quasipartile beomes right-handed when the wall is rossed!If you want a really ool razy idea � here it is: the mirror worldwithout mirror partiles [53℄. To illustrate this idea, imagine you are theking of ants living in a two-dimensional �atland. One day your main ourt



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 115astrologist gives you a piee of exiting news that there is a deep sense in thenotions of left and right, beause nature does not respet parity symmetryand so the absolute meaning of the left, as the side preferred by stars, an beestablished. You immediately deide to notify your subjet ants to what isleft � the luky side. So you send ouriers with this mission throughout yourkingdom. It may happen however that your world has a non-trivial globalstruture in the higher dimensional spae and onstitutes, for example, aMöbius strip. Then after some time one of your ouriers an be found in aland, your main astrologist alls the land of shadows. You an not see himbut an ommuniate with him using gravity. Gravitationally you feel asif he were somewhere very lose. And really he is just beneath you on theMöbius strip � see Fig. 1 below [54℄.

Fig. 1. The Möbius world.But you are �at, as are all of your subjets, and so have no idea aboutextra dimensions. You annot say that your ourier ant is turned upside-down, beause he is two-dimensional. And his two-dimensional appearane,heked by gravity, looks the same as for all other ants. Simply in his zealto ful�ll your order he traveled too far away. And everybody knows in yourkingdom that if you travel long enough way you will return the same plae,but will return as an invisible shadow. Your main astrologist says that onean reah the land of shadows after very long journey. But anyway this landof shadows is a part of your kingdom � nobody, even your main astrologist,an tell you where the ordinary land ends and the land of shadows begins.So naturally you want your shadow subjets also to have the orret notion



116 Z.K. Silagadzeto what is the left side. And here a great surprise is awaiting you. For yourmain astrologist horror, you shadow ourier indiates ompletely di�erentside as the left side � the side whih originally was marked as right by thevery same ourier before he left the ourt.Hene in a suh Möbius world the absolute di�erene between left andright has meaning only loally. No suh di�erene an be established globally� the world as the whole is parity invariant!If you do not like worlds to have edges, you an onsider, for example, aKlein's bottle universe instead. In this ase you need at least four spae di-mensions to realize suh (two-dimensional) world without self-intersetions.7. Nemesis � the dark (matter) sun?But, for goodness's sake, what have in ommon all these mirror worldsand extra dimensions with dinosaurs? � you may ask. To explain this, weneed one more (in fat my favorite) dinosaur extintion theory [55℄:�There is another Sun in the sky, a Demon Sun we annot see. Long ago,even before great grandmother's time, the Demon Sun attaked our Sun.Comets fell, and a terrible winter overtook the Earth. Almost all life wasdestroyed. The Demon Sun has attaked many times before. It will attakagain.�It is a very nie theory, having almost mythial power, isn't it? But suhexplanation would be enough in some primitive soiety, not spoiled by thesiene and ivilization. You need more sienti� story, I suspet. And thesienti� story begins with the question: are mass extintions periodi?�Most disoveries in physis are made beause the time is ripe� [56℄. Andnot only in physis. Although Fisher and Arthur had already suggesteda 32-Myr periodiity in marine mass extintions [57℄, it took about sevenyears for the subjet to beome popular. And this happened when Raupand Sepkoski's seminal paper [58℄ appeared. They used extensive extintiondata about 3500 families of marine animals Sepkoski had olleted for years.After srutinizing the data, only 567 families were seleted for whih thedata were onsidered as the most reliable. The extintion rates of thesefamilies plotted versus the geologial time exhibited a puzzling periodiity.Fig. 2 shows Raup and Sepkoski's original data as presented by Muller [59℄.The geologial time sale auray is a rather subtle point [60℄ and noteverybody agrees that the periodiity is statistially signi�ant. But wethink that Raup and Sepkoski's analysis should be onsidered as at least astrong indiation of 26-30 Myr periodiity in the extintion data. Espeiallyif you take into aount that the same periodiity was on�rmed in Sepkoski'slater studies of fossil genera [61℄. A similar periodiity has been observedin the ratering rate on the Earth [62, 63℄, in magneti reversals [64℄ and inorogeni tetonism [65℄.
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Fig. 2. Extintion rates versus geologial time. Eah data point is plotted as aGaussian, with width equal to the unertainty of the geologial age, and area equalto the extintion magnitude.But if this mysterious periodiity is indeed real, you need some extraor-dinary explanation for it. Some suh explanations were suggested shortlyafter Raup and Sepkoski's �ndings. All of them use extraterrestrial ausesto explain terrestrial mass extintions. This is not surprising beause onlyin astronomy one an �nd loks with suh a large period.Rampino and Stothers suggested [63℄ that the Sun's motion perpendi-ular to the galati plane an modulate omet �uxes streaming towards theinner solar system, beause when the Sun rosses the galati plane twiein his �60 Myr period osillations the probability to meet moleular loudsinreases. Of ourse, it is an interesting fat that the half-period of so-lar osillations perpendiular to the galati plane pratially oinides tothe mass extintions period. But at least two obvious drawbaks of thishypothesis an be indiated. First of all, the present amplitude of the so-lar osillations perpendiular to the galati plane is omparable with thesale of moleular louds height. So it is unlikely these Sun's osillations tobe able to produe any detetable periodiity in enounters with moleularlouds [66℄. Besides, the Sun's osillations in and out of the galati planeare out of phase with mass extintions: the Sun is presently just near thegalati plane, whilst we are about half-way between extintions [67℄.



118 Z.K. SilagadzeAnother mehanism, whih an lead to periodi omet showers, postu-lates the existene of yet undisovered tenth planet (planet X) in the solarsystem [68℄. It is assumed that this planet had swept out a gap in theomet disk beyond the orbit of Neptune during its lifetime. If the orbit ofplanet X has modest eentriity and inlination to the elipti, it will passlose to the inner and outer edges of the gap twie in its perihelion pre-ession period. And this preession period is expeted to be about 56 Myr� nearly twie the extintion period, if the semi-major axis of the orbit is� 100 a.u. � big enough to ensure that it is not a simple matter to disoversuh planet. This is an interesting hypothesis but the question with it iswhether the needed gap in the omet distribution around the tenth planetould be maintained [69℄.Most solar-type stars have ompanion(s). Partially based on this ob-servation, Davis et al. [67℄ and independently Whitmire and Jakson [70℄suggested that the Sun maybe is no exeption and also has a distant om-panion star. How an this putative solar ompanion ause periodi ometshowers? If its orbital period is �26 Myr it will have a large semi-major axisa � 8:8� 104 a:u: � 1:4 light years aording to the Kepler's third law. Buteven in this ase its perihelion rmin = a(1�e), where e stands for the orbitaleentriity, an be of the order of 3 � 104 a.u. if e � 0:7, su�iently lowto disturb the inner Oort loud � a omet reservoir ontaining about 1013omets. Then every perihelion passage of the ompanion star will induea ometary shower whih after some tens of thousand years will enter theinner solar system and some of them will hit the Earth with high probability.Shematially this is shown in Fig. 3 [71℄.The hypothetial solar ompanion star was named Nemesis, �after theGreek Goddess who relentlessly perseutes the exessively rih, proud andpowerful� [67℄. This name beame the most popular, although the HinduGod of destrution Shiva and his Mother Goddess Kali were argued to bealternatives more suitable to onvey dual aspets of mass extintions [69,72℄.Let us take a bit loser look at the Nemesis theory and estimate howmany omets are expeted to hit the Earth beause of the Oort loud per-turbation aused by Nemesis. To do this, we need some model for thedistribution of omet orbits in the inner Oort loud and we take the sim-plest model [69℄: all omets have the same semi-major axis a = 104 a.u. andtheir positions and veloities are uniformly distributed in the phase spae.Only omets with the perihelion distane a(1� e) < 1 a.u. ross the Earth'sorbit and for eah rossing have some hane to hit the Earth. These ometsshould have orbital eentriities e > 1�1 a:u:=a = 1�10�4. So the fration� of the inner Oort loud omets whih will ross the Earth's orbit twiewithin 1 Myr, the ometary orbital period for our hoie of their semi-majoraxis, is given by � = 1Z0:9999 f(e)de : (11)
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Fig. 3. The ompanion star indues omet shower while passing near the inner Oortloud.Here f(e) is a distribution funtion for the eentriity e. Beause, for�xed semi-major axis, 1� e2 � L2, L being the orbital angular momentum,the distribution funtion for e2 is the same as the distribution funtion forL2. The latter an be derived from our supposition about the uniformdistribution of the omets in the phase spae. But it is possible to guessthis distribution funtion more easily by using the analogy with a highlyexited quantum-mehanial hydrogen atom [69℄. For highly exited statesL2 � l2, where l � 1 is the total angular momentum quantum number.Let us ask: if one exites a hydrogen atom what is the probability thatthe quantum number l will lay within the range from l to l + �l? Eahhydrogen atom level is (2l + 1)-fold degenerate. So the desired probabilitywill be proportional to l+�lXl (2l + 1) � l+�lZl 2l � 2l�l ;



120 Z.K. Silagadzewhere we have assumed l � 1. Therefore, the distribution funtion for lis g(l) = 2l in the lassial limit l � 1. This means that l2 is distributeduniformly, and so does L2 and hene e2. But if e2 is distributed uniformly,the distribution funtion for the eentriity will be f(e) = 2e and (11) gives� = 1Z1�10�4 2ede � 2� 10�4:The total number of omets in the inner Oort loud is estimated to be N =1013. Therefore �N � 2 � 109 omets will rush towards the Earth in every1 Myr. The geometrial ross setion of the Earth onstitutes 1:8 � 10�9part of its orbital area. And this number should be even slightly enhanedbeause of the gravitational fousing (about 1:1-times [69℄). Therefore theexpeted number of omet hits on the Earth's surfae is about 2 � 109 �1:8 � 10�9 � 1:1 � 2 � 8. Here the last fator 2 aounts for the fat thata omet will ross the Earth's orbit twie during its perihelion passage and,therefore, will have two hanes to hit the Earth.This estimate indiates that the Earth would be a very hazardous plae,hardly apable to develop any omplex forms of life, unless it has someprotetion against these omet storms. And it is really proteted by itsfaithful safeguards Jupiter and Saturn. Most of the omets rossing Saturn'sorbit will be ejeted from the solar system after a few orbital period due togravitational perturbations by Jupiter and Saturn. Beause of this e�et,the distribution of the Oort loud omets in the phase spae is in fat notuniform: the region orresponding to orbits that enter the inner solar system,the so alled �loss one�, is normally empty. Therefore the Earth usually sitsseure in the quiet �eye� of the omet storm [67℄.Do you realize that we owe our opportunity to attend this onfereneto Jupiter? I was quite amazed when this thought rossed my mind whilepreparing these notes. Complex life might be quite rare in the universe [73℄.It is not su�ient to �nd a star like the sun whih has a planet like theEarth. You need also to supply respetive safeguards.When Nemesis omes lose, it disturbs Oort loud omets and, as a re-sult, �lls the loss one. In other words, this means that about two billionomets are sent towards the Earth eah time Nemeses passes its perihelion.The total number of impats expeted on Earth will be higher than eight �our above estimate. Paradoxially, this is due to e�ets of Jupiter and Sat-urn. A small number of omets from the Nemesis indued shower will not beimmediately expelled from the solar system by these safeguards but insteadperturbed into smaller, frequently returning orbits. This omets will visit theplanetary system several times until their �nal ejetion on hyperboli orbits



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 121or disintegration due to a lose approah to the Sun. Hene the probabilityto hit the Earth inreases several times, up to order of magnitude [69℄.As we see, if the Nemesis is heavy enough to �ll the loss one, its lose ap-proahes to the Sun will be atastrophi for reatures like dinosaurs. Smallerreatures, like okroahes, an possibly survive and enjoy the night sky �lledwith omets, with several new omets appearing every day. It was shown [69℄that if the mass of the Nemesis is not muh smaller than 0:1 M�, the lossone will be indeed �lled by a single perihelion passage of the perilous solarompanion for assumed eentriity e = 0:7.The next obvious question to be answered before aeptane of the Neme-sis theory is the stability of suh a wide binary system. While orbiting theSun, Nemesis experienes both slowly hanging and rapidly �utuating per-turbations. The former is due to galati tides and the Coriolis fores (re-member that the solar rest frame rotates around the galati enter). Thelatter is aused by passing �eld stars and interstellar louds.For assumed semi-major axis, the Nemesis is in the region where theSun's gravity still dominates over the Galaxy �eld. But due to galatitides, the orbit oriented parallel to the galati plane is more stable thanorbits at higher galati latitudes [69, 74, 75℄. Moreover, retrograde orbitsare more stable beause for suh orbits Coriolis fores inrease stability [75℄.Therefore it may be more probable for the Nemesis to be loated at lowinlinations with respet to the galati plane. But it is not exluded thatpresent day Nemesis has high inlination, beause its orbit is not rigid butsubjet to various perturbations. So one an imagine that Nemesis startedwith low inlination and muh less wide orbit and random perturbations hadlead to its present wide and high galati latitude orbit, where it an stillhave several hundred Myr lifetime [69℄ (aording to [75℄, the lifetime for anorbit perpendiular to the galati plane is �500 Myr).The perturbing e�ets of passing �eld stars were studied by extensivenumerial alulations [74, 76℄. It was shown that the period of �doublestar lok� �utuates randomly due to this e�et. But the expeted drift inorbital period over last 250 Myr (the geologial period of interest in a lightof Raup and Sepkoski's data) is within a 10 to 20 % � low enough not tospoil periodiities in observable mass extintion data.The lifetime of 103 Myr for the Sun-Nemesis system found in this alu-lations suggests that it is not possible for the Nemesis to be on suh wide andeentri orbit all the time during solar system existene. So either Nemesiswas aptured by the Sun relatively reently � the event onsidered as ex-tremely unlikely [77℄ beause it requires three-body enounters or very loseenounters to allow a tidal dissipation of the exessive energy, or its orbitwas muh more tight at early years of solar system and random-walked toits present position. In the latter ase one an expet higher bombardment



122 Z.K. Silagadzerate in the past. And it is known that at least in the period between 4.5 and3 Gyr the bombardment rate was indeed very high. It is believed that onesuh ollision of a planetary size objet with the Earth lead to the formationof the Moon. Intriguingly, a moon of right size and at right position appearsto be one more ingredient for omplex life to develop on the Earth's sur-fae [73℄, beause it minimizes hanges in the Earth's tilt, ensuring limatestability.One more important question was suessfully settled by these numerialalulations. In priniple, some perturbation an fore Nemesis to enterinto the planetary system and ause �a atastrophe of truly osmogonialproportions� [76℄. Fortunately, this fatal event turned out to have a verylow probability and hene the planetary system an survive the presene ofdistant solar ompanion [74, 76℄.The e�ets of interstellar louds are the most unertain. Opinions aboutthe fate of Sun-Nemesis system here hange from extreme pessimisti [78℄to extreme optimisti [79℄. The truth should lay somewhere in the middlebetween these two extremes. Unlike a �eld star, a single lose enounterwith a giant moleular loud an instantly disrupt a wide binary. But inontrast to the stellar neighborhood of the Sun, both the distribution andinternal struture of the interstellar louds are poorly known near the Sun[69℄. Disruptive e�ets of interstellar louds were investigated by Hut andTremaine [80℄. Their analysis indiate that the e�ets of interstellar loudslead most probably to the lifetime of 103 Myr for distant solar ompanion,omparable to the lifetime aused by stellar perturbations [69℄. Thereforeinterstellar louds seem to be also harmless for the Nemesis hypothesis ifNemesis begins its areer at muh tighter orbit than the postulated presentorbit.To summarize, there are some indiations of 26�30 Myr periodiity inmass extintion data and in some other geologial phenomena. This pe-riodiity an naturally explained if we assume existene of a distant solarompanion star � Nemesis. Its present orbit is not stable enough to ensuresuh a wide and eentri orbit all the time sine the solar system forma-tion. But if the Nemesis was on a muh more tighter orbit in the past andrandom-walked to its present position due to various perturbations, noth-ing seems to invalidate the hypothesis. The only drawbak of this theoryis that Nemesis was never found. And this is the point where mirror worldenters the game: you an't expet to disover Nemesis through onventionalobservations if it is made from some mirror stu�, an you?But why mirror Nemesis? Is any more serious reason for the God, exeptto hide Nemesis from us, to hoose the mirror option? Maybe there is. Whilelooking at the solar system, an obsessive impression appears that every detailof it was designed to make an emergene of omplex life possible [73℄. And



TeV Sale Gravity, Mirror Universe, and . . .Dinosaurs 123it took billions of years of evolution for reatures to appear as intelligent aswe are. Nemesis, it is believed, had played an important role in this proess,periodially puntuating evolution. Therefore you need the Nemesis to orbitfor ages. As we have mentioned earlier, the best way to do this is to plaethe Nemesis orbit at lower galati latitudes to minimize disruptive e�etsof galati tides and hene inrease the orbit stability. But if Nemesis ismade from the ordinary matter and was formed from the same nebula asthe rest of the solar system, you expet the Nemesis orbit to be in the eliptiplane � at high galati latitudes. On the ontrary, if the solar system wasformed from a nebula of mixed mirrority (the possibility of suh nebula wasonsidered in [81℄), a priori there is no reason the mirror part of the nebulato have the same angular momentum diretion as the ordinary part. So formirror Nemesis it is natural just to be formed in a plane di�erent from theelipti.Of ourse, the above given arguments are not ompletely rigorous. Butwho knows, maybe the answer to the question �what killed the dinosaurs?�really sounds like this: Nemesis, the mirror matter sun.8. ConlusionsThe mirror Nemesis hypothesis emerged almost as a joke during our e-mail disussions with Robert Foot. After some thought we found no reasonwhy this hypothesis, although somewhat extravagant, might not be true [82℄.As a result, the dinosaur theme, whih I originally intended to introdue forjust to make presentation more vivid, quikly beame one of the entralmotives of this talk, and you have the story presented above. I hope youenjoyed it regardless whether dinosaurs were really eyewitnesses of the mirrorworld or not.I onsider the possibility to restore the equivalene between left and rightthrough the mirror world as very attrative. Theories with extra spatial di-mensions, and M-theory in partiular, an easily produe various �shadowworlds� whih are however not neessarily parity invariant (this refers to theE8�E8 model also, mentioned earlier), but some of them might be, so real-izing the mirror world senario. Maybe, it is even possible to have a mirrorworld without mirror partiles. M-theory nonorientable ompati�ations,suggested so far [83℄, do not lead to the realisti model, as I an judge. Butit will be very interesting to �nd a realisti example and show that the par-ity noninvariane of our world indiates to its nonorientable topology and isonly loal phenomenon.�In the Soviet sienti� soiety the sientists had one freedom that si-entists in the West laked and still lak (perhaps the only real freedom thatEastern sientists had), and that was to spend time also on esoteri ques-
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